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Abstract
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Liver and liver cyst volume measurements are important quantitative imaging biomarkers for
assessment of disease progression in autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) and
polycystic liver disease (PLD). To date, no study has presented automated segmentation and
volumetric computation of liver and liver cysts in these populations. In this paper, we proposed an
automated segmentation framework for liver and liver cysts from bounded abdominal MR images
in patients with ADPKD. To model the shape and variations in ADPKD livers, the spatial prior
probability map (SPPM) of liver location and the tissue prior probability maps (TPPMs) of liver
parenchymal tissue intensity and cyst morphology were generated. Formulated within a threedimensional level set framework, the TPPMs successfully captured liver parenchymal tissues and
cysts, while the SPPM globally constrained the initial surfaces of the liver into the desired
boundary. Liver cysts were extracted by combined operations of the TPPMs, thresholding, and
false positive reduction based on spatial prior knowledge of kidney cysts and distance map. With
cross-validation for the liver segmentation, the agreement between the radiology expert and the
proposed method was 84% for shape congruence and 91% for volume measurement assessed by
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the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC). For the liver cyst segmentation, the agreement
between the reference method and the proposed method was ICC=0.91 for cyst volumes and
ICC=0.94 for % cyst-to-liver volume.

Keywords
autosomal dominant kidney disease; polycystic liver disease; image segmentation; prior
probability map; level set

1. Introduction

Author Manuscript

Quantitative imaging plays a crucial role for monitoring disease progression, clinical
management, and targeted therapeutic trials in a number of pathologies including autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) (Bae and Grantham 2010). In particular, liver
volume measured from MR images is an important imaging biomarker for the assessment of
ADPKD progression (Hogan et al 2015, Chapman et al 2003, Grantham et al 2006).
Polycystic liver disease (PLD), characterized by multiple liver cysts, occurs in patients with
autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease as well as in the vast majority of patients with
ADPKD (Bae et al 2006). With the progression of PLD, expansion of liver cysts and an
enlarged liver compress the adjacent organs, including the heart, kidneys, and spleen as well
as the diaphragm, gastrointestinal tract, and vascular system. This compressive mass effect
and ensuing complications may lead some patients to experience chronic debilitating
conditions and be predisposed to a severely impaired quality of life. The current treatment
interventions include cyst aspiration or fenestration, liver resection, and, in extreme cases,
liver or combined liver-kidney transplantation (Hogan et al. 2015).
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The volumes of the liver and liver cysts are important disease biomarkers for the assessment
of the severity of PLD (Hogan et al. 2015). In typical clinical settings, liver volume from CT
or MR are measured manually by a trained expert who must delineate the liver border on
each image of the abdominal CT or MR; and while the segmentation and volume
measurement of the liver by this manual method is straightforward, it is also laborious and
time-consuming. To overcome some of the limitations of the manual method, a number of
semi-automated (Afifi and Nakaguchi 2012, Beichel et al 2012, Peng et al 2015, Peng et al
2014b, Peng et al 2014a) or automated (Ruskó et al 2009, Zhang et al 2012b, Huynh et al
2014, Masoumi et al 2012, López-Mir et al 2014) techniques have been proposed. The
methods can be categorized into two main approaches: the shape prior-based approach
(Zhang et al. 2012b, Heimann et al 2006, Heimann et al 2007, Kainmüller et al 2007,
Seghers et al 2007, Zhang et al 2010) or the atlas-based approach (Furukawa et al 2007,
Ling et al 2008, Zhou et al 2005, Okada et al 2008, Slagmolen et al 2007, Park et al 2003).
Both methods were applied to the segmentation of normal livers and/or livers with tumors
but maintained the normal shape of the liver, since successful segmentation by the shapeprior method requires that the liver shape remains close to normal. Similarly, the atlas-based
method requires the detection of well demarcated landmarks for initial rigid registration or
alignment of the atlas. Because of this requirement, the atlas-based method was usually
applied to contrast-enhanced or multi-phase CT images with conspicuous edge definition.
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None of the previously published methods for automated segmentation of the liver appears
adequate for the segmentation of PLD livers because the liver-specific shape and anatomical
constraints required by these methods would not be applicable to PLD livers that are
markedly heterogeneous in shape and anatomical variation. With the progression of disease,
livers become more deformed by expansion of cysts in the liver and neighboring right
kidney (Gabow et al 1990, Everson 1993, Chauveau et al 2000) (Figure 1). Thus, the
segmentation of PLD livers in advanced disease is highly demanding even for expert
radiologists. Moreover, the segmentation and volumetric measurement of liver cysts are even
more time-consuming and technically challenging than that of the liver.
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Incorporating a priori knowledge and statistics into segmentation schemes is an effective
way of segmenting complex structures when structural and expert domain knowledge is
available. A number of studies have utilized shapes of target objects as the prior knowledge
combined with a geodesic active region model (Paragios and Deriche 2002), a level set
(Gloger et al 2012), and dictionary learning (Zhang et al 2012a), while Kim et al. (Kim et al
2014) employed an intensity prior statistics formulated with level set framework.
Furthermore, a recent study reported a fully-automated segmentation of kidneys from MR
images in patients with ADPKD by exploiting prior knowledge of spatial location of kidneys
modeled as spatial prior probability map (SPPM) and propagated shape constraints (PSC)
that were incorporated into the level set framework (Kim et al 2016, Kline et al 2016). To
date, however, no study has published an automated segmentation of livers and liver cysts in
PLD.
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Thus, the purpose of our study was to develop an automated method for segmenting the liver
and liver cysts in PLD using MR images with the prior statistical information of liver
location, intensity distribution of liver parenchyma, and morphology of liver cysts and to
evaluate and compare its performance to the conventional, manual segmentation method.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Database
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The study was approved by the institutional review board and informed consent was
obtained from all subjects. The study subjects consisted of 146 patients with ADPKD: 60
men and 86 women with the mean age of 43.4 ± 9.2 (SD) ranging from 25 to 58. As part of
the Consortium for Radiologic Imaging Studies of Polycystic Kidney Disease (CRISP)
study, the patients underwent MRI scanning of the abdomen from three different vendors
(Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, NJ, USA; General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee,
WI, USA; and Philips Medical Systems, Best-Leiden, The Netherlands) at four institutions
(Emory University, Institution 1; University of Kansas Medical Center, Institution 2; Mayo
Clinic, Institution 3; and University of Alabama at Birmingham, Institution 4). The MR
images were acquired at 1.5T MR scanners using coronal T2-weighted single shot fast spin
echo (SSFSE) sequence with fat saturation. The MRI parameters were 4–9 mm slice
thickness, 0.68–1.76 mm/pixel resolution, 90/170 ip angles, and 420–1582/81–102 ms
repetition time/echo time. More details in MR parameters are described in Table 1. The slice
thickness and pixel resolution varied because the subjects had a wide range of liver sizes that
required the adjustment of slice thickness to minimize the number of breath-holds covering
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 November 21.
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the entire liver during MR image acquisition. The details of MRI protocol of the CRISP
study are described in previous publications (Chapman et al. 2003, Grantham et al. 2006).
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The acquired abdominal MR images were reviewed and evaluated by a radiologist to ensure
the complete coverage of key organs and appropriate image quality with no serious artifacts.
Incomplete coverage and degraded image quality would seriously compromise the accuracy
of volumetric measurements. During the image review process, the radiologist determined
the upper and lower borders of the bounding box that encompasses the whole liver and
kidneys. Furthermore, to generate the reference standard datasets for training and validation,
a radiologist reviewed and manually delineated the liver boundary slice-by-slice from the
bounded abdominal MR images using commercially available software (Analyze 12.0;
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN). Following the segmentation of the liver, the radiologist
adjusted the intensity threshold in each image slice to obtain a binary image that separated
the cysts (bright region) from the liver parenchyma (dark region). The volumes of cysts were
computed from the product of the slice thickness and areas of the bright regions.
For cross-validation of our automated segmentation method, the 146 subjects were randomly
selected and split evenly into two subsets: D1 or D2. Initially, D1 served as training set and
D2 served as the test set for the segmentation method and evaluation of the segmentation
performance, respectively. Then, these two datasets were swapped–D1 became the test set
and D2 the training set–and reanalyzed for cross-validation and data analysis.
2.2. Segmentation method and implementation
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Our automated segmentation method was achieved in five steps (Figure 2): preprocessing,
SPPM construction, tissue prior probability map (TPPM) construction, liver segmentation,
and cyst extraction. The preprocessing step included a spatial normalization of MR images
that were acquired at different spatial resolutions and the total variation (TV) regularization
to reduce noise (Rudin et al 1992). The SPPM was constructed from the spatially normalized
liver masks. The TPPMs were generated by combining two different probability profiles
corresponding to two separate liver tissue components: the intensity prior probabilities for
liver parenchyma and the shape prior probabilities for liver cysts. The SPPM and TPPMs
were applied to two individual steps: the segmentation of the whole liver including the liver
parenchyma and cysts; and the extraction of the cysts from the segmented liver using the
shape prior probability map.

Author Manuscript

2.2.1. Preprocessing—As mentioned in section 2.1, the slice thickness and pixel
resolution of MR images varied among subjects. To eliminate this variation, the MR image
dataset of each subject was normalized and interpolated by using the MR acquisition pixel
spacing and slice thickness information available in the Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) header. The normalization process allowed MR
volume datasets to be represented with the consistent volumetric resolution of 256(H)
×256(W)×64(D) (Thévenaz et al 2000). The normalization factor of each dataset was saved
and used to compute volumes of the liver and cysts at the original resolution after the
completion of the segmentation process. In addition, TV regularization was applied to MR
volume datasets to reduce noise while allowing for piecewise constant solutions to preserve
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edges. The parameters used for the TV regularization process were 0.1 for the regularization
and 100 for the iteration (Rudin et al. 1992).
2.2.2. Construction of spatial prior probability map—The objective of SPPM was to
exploit the spatial information of the liver within the abdomen, in consideration of varying
configurations, distributions, and sizes of polycystic livers. The SPPM was constructed using
a set of liver masks that were segmented manually by the radiology expert and normalized in
the preprocessing step. With the liver masks (mrad), SPPM (pSPPM) is expressed as the
following formula,

(1)
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In (1), x ∈ ℝ3 is the voxel location, n is the index of masks, and N is the total number of
training sets. In Figure 3, the coronal mid cross-sectional SPPM and the 3D surface
rendering are illustrated.
2.2.3. Generation of tissue prior probability maps—Polycystic liver consists of two
tissue compositions: the liver parenchyma and cysts. Our segmentation scheme exploited
this distinct tissue property to improve the segmentation efficiency. Two separate prior
probability maps were generated using the complementary imaging features: the intensity
map for the liver parenchyma and the shape map for the cysts.
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The intensity prior probability map was constructed by analyzing the distribution of signal
intensities in MR images. A typical signal intensity histogram of T2-weighted abdominal
MRI (Figure 4a) contained four major peaks representing air (background), liver
parenchymal tissue, intraperitoneal adipose tissue, and cyst. With the guide of the SPPM
directed to the high probable regions of the liver, the pixel distribution of the liver
parenchyma was determined. For the input MRI volume, the region corresponding to pSPPM
> 0.5 within the SPPM was determined from the intensity histogram (solid line in Figure
4b). From this region, a probability density function, pRMS, was estimated on the basis of
root mean square (RMS) as follows:

(2)
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(3)

where h(·) is the histogram within SPPM region, i is the voxel intensity, and μ is the first
peak of h(·). The estimated pRMS is shown in Figure 4b as the dotted line fitted to the first
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mode of h(·). With f(x) ∈ ℝ3 for the input MRI volume, the intensity prior probability map
for liver parenchyma, pNPT, was computed as follows,
(4)

The liver parenchyma represented by pNPT is shown as the high signal intensity regions in
Figure 5b.
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Following the generation of the intensity prior probability map, the shape prior probability
map was built on the basis of sphere-like shape characteristics of cysts. The difference of
Gaussians (DoG), that approximates the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filtering, was applied
to determine circle- or sphere-like shapes (Lindeberg 2015). For the MR volumetric datasets,
the DoG filter was implemented with the following formula,

(5)

In (5), Σ is the three dimensional covariance matrix of multivariate Gaussian kernel and K ∈
ℝ is the scale parameter for Σ. With this filter, the shape prior probability map for cysts was
constructed as follows:
(6)
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where K2 > K1. The cysts represented by pCYST are shown as the high signal intensity
regions in Figure 5c.
Finally, the liver and cyst prior probability maps were combined with the following formula,
(7)

where pNPT and pCYST were normalized ranging from 0 to 1 for each case.
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2.2.4. Segmentation of liver with level set framework—The constructed three prior
probability maps (i.e., pSPPM, pNPT, and pCYST) were incorporated into the level set
framework for optimization to determine the boundary of the liver from surrounding
structures (Osher and Sethian 1988, Chan and Vese 2001). The total energy functional
combined with the maps was defined as follows,
(8)
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(9)

(10)
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(11)

(12)

In (8)–(9), ϕ(x; t) : Ω → ℝ is the monotonically increasing or decreasing signed distance
function, Ω is a set of voxels in the input MRI volume, and H(·) is the Heaviside function
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approximated as
. In our implementation, ϕ > 0 and ϕ < 0 were set
to represent the inside and outside of surfaces, respectively, while ϕ = 0 indicated the
boundary and t is a time parameter denoting the iteration. In (10), η, λ1, and λ2 are fixed
parameters, in which η controls the speed of convergence while λ1 and λ2 balance the
terms. In this study, η was set to be 0.5, and λ1 and λ2 were set to be 1.
Finally, the motion equation denoting the evolution of the initial surface was derived by
Euler-Lagrange equation as follows:

(13)
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(14)
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where δ(·) is the delta function detecting the spatial location of the volume. Figure 6 is an
example of the level set evolution with iteration illustrating the convergence of the initial
surfaces toward the boundary of the liver.
2.2.5. Extraction of cysts—Cysts were extracted in two steps: the initial extraction and
revision. The initial extraction of cysts was performed on the basis of the liver and cyst prior
probability maps (pNPT and pCYST). Thresholds were applied to the probability maps to
obtain the initial cyst regions, Λ, as follows:
(15)
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In order to determine the constant values, α and β, we conducted experiments for all
combinations of both values ranging from 0 to 1 and assessed the accuracy in terms of cyst
volumes. The experimental results showed that the accuracy of the values ranged from 0.6 to
0.9 for α and 0.2 to 0.5 for β was similar (ICC=0.92–0.94), but the values α = 0.8 and β =
0.3 showed the highest accuracy, balancing the tradeoff between false positives and
negatives. The heat map in Figure 7 shows the the accuracy of all feasible combination of
these parameters.
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In patients with polycystic kidney disease, kidney cysts neighboring the liver might be
falsely extracted as liver cysts (Figure 8a). The segmented liver boundary surrounding
falsely extracted kidney cysts had a concave contour. In addition, the falsely extracted
kidney cysts were located inferior to the liver area and were presented as isolated structures
outside the segmented liver boundary. These observations were used as criteria for removing
falsely extracted kidney cysts by means of constructing a distance map. In the map, the
distance from the top of the liver mask was combined with the distance of the centroid of the
mask, where the centroid was set to 1 and the bottom of the liver boundary was set to 0. The
distance map forced the removal of a single isolated structure less than 0.3 in the mean
distance value. Figure 8b shows a distance map and its application to remove a falsely
segmented kidney cyst without affecting correctly extracted liver cysts.
2.3. Data analysis
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The performance of the automated segmentation for the liver was evaluated and compared
with the manual segmentation references by means of two metrics: the Dice similarity
coefficient (DSC) (Dice 1945), which measures how closely two independently segmented
livers match geometrically when they are superimposed onto each other, and the intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC) of the segmented liver volume measurements between the two
methods. For the liver cysts, the segmentation outcome of each individual cyst could not be
assessed because it was not available by the reference method. Thus, the total cyst volume
measurement and the relative percent cyst over liver volume in each liver dataset between
the automated and reference manual method were compared by means of ICC and
corresponding confidence intervals.
For the cross-validation of the training and test sets, the data analyses and evaluations were
performed twice, E1 and E2. The E1 was conducted with the D1 dataset for the test set and
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 November 21.
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the D2 for the training set, while the E2 was performed with the D2 dataset for the test set
and the D1 for the training set. In addition, Bland-Altman analysis was used to estimate the
bias and limits of agreement (LoAs). The statistical analysis was performed in IBM SPSS
Statistics (version 20; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

3. Results

Author Manuscript

The segmentation outcomes from livers of varying size and cyst burden are shown with
superimposed manual and automated boundaries in Figure 9. Compared with a normal liver,
the contours of a polycystic liver are often irregular because cysts deform the normal smooth
surface of the liver. Although the segmentation results by the manual and automated
methods show some differences in finer boundary depiction, the overall boundaries
determined with the two methods are in good agreement. Noteworthy in Figure 9 is that the
boundaries of the liver were segmented distinctly from the polycystic kidneys that were very
closely located to the posterior aspect of the liver. The mean±SD of the DSCs for E1 and E2
were 0.84±0.03 and 0.84±0.04, respectively.
The scatter plots for the volume measurements of the livers segmented by the manual versus
the automated method are shown in Figure 10. The ICCs were 0.91 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.86–
0.94) for E1 and 0.90 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.85–0.94) for E2. The Bland-Altman analysis
demonstrated that the LoAs were (−562.6, 294.8 ml) for E1 and (−404.1, 411.7 ml) for E2.
The LoAs were (−0.24, 0.14) for E1 and (−0.21, 0.23) for E2 with normalized values in
which the volume differences were divided by the reference volume.
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The automated segmentations of cysts from the same four subjects in Figure 9 are shown in
Figure 11. While most of the clearly-defined cysts were extracted, some small faintlydefined cysts were not segmented. The scatter plots for the volumes of the cysts segmented
by the manual versus the automated method are shown, along with the corresponding
volumetric percentage of the cysts relative to the liver volume, in Figure 12. The ICCs were
0.91 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.88–0.94) for the cyst volumes and 0.94 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.92–0.96) for
the volumetric percentage of the cysts over liver.

4. Discussion
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Our study demonstrated the feasibility of automated segmentation of liver and liver cysts
from bounded abdominal MR images in patients with PLD livers. Given the heterogeneity
and uncertainty of ADPKD liver morphology, we designed our segmentation method not to
require a fixed priori shape of the liver. Our segmentation method is highly flexible and
applicable to livers with varying morphologies and sizes, not only for PLD livers but also
normal livers. The algorithm of the method was based on the prior statistical information of
liver location (SPPM), regional MR signal intensity distribution of liver parenchyma
(intensity prior probability map), and morphology of liver cysts (shape prior probability
map). The SPPM globally constrained and guided the initial surfaces of the liver into the
desired boundary. On the other hand, the TPPM captured the candidate regions of liver
parenchyma and cysts. The TPPM and SPPM were formulated within the 3D level set
framework.
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How well our method performed was assessed by the cross-validation of the training and test
sets using the manual segmentation by a radiology expert as the reference standard. The
cross-validation showed excellent correlations across livers of varying size and cyst burden.
With the a priori constraint terms formulated in the level set framework, our method
successfully segmented the liver regions. The agreement in segmentation between the
automated method and the radiologist expert was 84% in the shape congruence and 91% in
the volume measurements. Although it is difficult to directly compare our result with others
because no previous studies were reported for the segmentation of polycystic livers, we may
use previous studies of the automated segmentation of normal livers as the reference
comparison. Previous studies reported the overlap ratios as the segmentation performance
index ranged from 81% (Seghers et al. 2007) to 89.2% (Okada et al. 2008). The shape
congruence of 84% in our proposed method is near the median value of the range,
suggesting the robustness of our method despite the complex heterogeneous shape of PLD
livers with substantial burden of liver cysts, even with the presence of abundant kidney cysts
neighboring the posterior surface of the liver.
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For liver cyst extraction, we exploited the principal morphological characteristics of liver
cysts with the implemented shape prior probability map. Furthermore, we took advantage of
the spatial prior knowledge of kidney cysts by using the distance map from the centroid of
the segmented liver to eliminate kidney cysts that were falsely classified as liver cysts
outside concave liver contours. While most of clearly demarcated liver cysts were
successfully extracted, some small faintly-defined liver cysts were not segmented. Cysts are
often heterogeneous in signal intensity and subject to partial volume averaging that affects
the shape and signal conspicuity of cysts. Even for the manual segmentation, radiologists
have to carefully adjust and select a threshold to balance between the over- and undersegmentation of cysts. Thus, the implementation of automated segmentation was also prone
to a trade-off between false positive and false negative extraction of liver cysts.
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The performance of the automated cyst segmentation method was compared with the cyst
volume measurements by the radiologist’s reference region-based thresholding method.
Overall, the automated and reference methods showed excellent intra-class correlations in
terms of total volume (ICC=0.91) and portion in the liver (ICC=0.94). However, the
automated method shows slight underestimation, especially for larger total volume of cysts,
compared with the reference method. This discrepancy was likely a result of the intrinsic
technical differences between the two methods. In the reference region-based thresholding
method, the cyst area is differentiated from the background liver parenchyma and computed
by thresholding of signal intensity over the entire liver region. Hence, even a single bright
pixel may be included in the computation of cyst area. Therefore, the total cyst volume
measured by the automated method is expected to be smaller than that by the region-based
thresholding method. We postulate that the usage of more strict thresholds in the regionbased thresholding method may lead to smaller total cyst volumes matching more closely to
those measured with the automated method.
In addition to the estimation of volumes, the location and size distribution of segmented liver
cysts may help characterize the patterns of PLD disease progression (Bae et al 2013). The
automated segmentation and volumetric measurements of livers could provide an efficient
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way of processing and analyzing MR image datasets with reduced manual operations,
particularly in a large-scale ADPKD study. Furthermore, when MR images are acquired at
different time points in a longitudinal study, in addition to measuring liver volume changes,
it may be possible to superimpose the automatically segmented liver boundaries over the
different time points to compare and determine the regional temporal changes in liver growth
and morphology. In order to substantiate the application of the automated segmentation
method to a longitudinal study, additional validation studies are required.
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This study has several limitations. First, only some of the key image processing parameters
were tested for sensitivity in determining the performance and stability of a segmentation
method. In this feasibility study, we mainly focused on the development of a new automated
segmentation method and the evaluation of the measurement precision between the
automated and reference manual methods. Second, the proposed method was evaluated in
terms of DSC between the segmented surfaces to assess the global shape congruence rather
than distance measures that may show more local differences between the automated and
reference methods. Third, the box that bounded a candidate liver region was not
automatically selected or determined in the current implementation. The upper and lower
borders of the box were manually delineated by a radiologist. If the bounding box is not
determined during the image quality assessment process, it may be automatically estimated
on the basis of key anatomical landmarks such as the lung, aorta, and bladder. Fourth,
microscopic cysts or grossly irregular cysts were not segmented by our method, with spherelike shape assumption for cysts. These cysts may be extracted with the implementation of
more sophisticated methods such as shape training method to model morphological
variations. However, the collective volume of these microscopic or irregular cysts is
quantitatively rather insignificant compared to the overall cyst size.
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5. Conclusions
We have developed an automated method for the segmentation of livers and liver cysts from
bounded abdominal MR images in patients with varying severity of ADPKD. The
performance of our segmentation method was in good agreement with that of the manual
reference segmentation method.
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Figure 1.

MRI images of polycystic livers with a range of cystic burdens.
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The overview of the automated segmentation process. The segmentation was operated in five
steps: preprocessing, spatial prior probability map construction, tissue prior probability map
construction, liver segmentation, and cyst extraction.
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Figure 3.

Images of spatial prior probability map (SPPM) presenting (a) coronal mid cross-section and
(b) 3D surface rendering with the SPPM value pSPPM = 0.5.
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Figure 4.

Typical histogram of (a) T2-weighted abdominal MRI and (b) regions corresponding to
SPPM probability pSPPM > 0.5 (solid line) with fitted probability density function (dashed
line) for the liver parenchyma.
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Figure 5.

Tissue prior probability maps: (a) original image, (b) intensity prior probability map for liver
parenchyma, and (c) shape prior probability map for cyst tissue.
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Figure 6.

Illustration of level set evolution in columns at (a) initial, (b) 25, (c) 50, and (d) final
iterations. The zero-level sets are delineated in solid lines. The four images on the top row
represent the three-dimensional rendering of the entire zero level sets over the original
image. The subsequent rows from top to bottom correspond to 25%, 50%, and 75% slice
location from anterior to posterior within the volume, respectively.
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Figure 7.

The heat map depicting the cyst extraction accuracy in terms of all feasible combination of
the parameters, α and β, in which the color bar indicates the ICCs on the right.
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Cyst extraction process: (a) initial extraction of liver cysts including a falsely segmented
kidney cyst (yellow arrow), (b) distance map to remove falsely segmented kidney cysts, and
(c) final extraction of liver cysts. The small circle in (b) represents the centroid of the liver
mask.
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Figure 9.

The automated segmentation boundary (red contour) of the liver superimposed with the
manual reference segmentation (green contour) in four subjects representing (a) the anterior
25% cross-section; (b) the middle section; (c) the posterior 25% cross-section of the liver;
and (d) the 3D surface renderings of the segmented livers.
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Figure 10.

Scatter plots of liver volume measurements between the reference and automated methods at
two test sets: (a) D1 and (b) D2. The ICCs were (a) 0.91 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.86–0.94) and (b)
0.90 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.85–0.94). The diagonal line in the figure represents the line of identity.
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Figure 11.

Extraction of liver cysts in four subjects from Figure 9. The extracted cysts are delineated in
yellow contours. While most of clearly-defined cysts were extracted, some small faintlydefined cysts were not segmented.
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Figure 12.

Scatter plots of (a) cyst volume measurements and (b) volumetric percentage of cysts
relative to liver between the reference and automated methods. The intra-class correlation
coefficients were (a) 0.91 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.88–0.94) and (b) 0.94 (P< 0.001; CI: 0.92–0.96).
The diagonal line in the figure represents the line of identity.
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Total

4

3

Philips

53

2

GE

146

17

50

1

Siemens

#Cases

Institution

Scanner

1.2 ± 0.3

1.3

1.5 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

Pixel
Spacing
(mm)

5.7 ± 0.7

4.9 ± 0.6

5

6.1 ± 0.4

6.1 ± 0.4
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989.8 ± 423

806.6 ± 152.2
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685.3 ± 36.1
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Time (TR)
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89.4 ± 5.9
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82.9 ± 0.3

Echo Time
(TE) (ms)
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